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It's a new pro�t maker and to stay pro�table, businesses need diversity and while there are businesses that make a living 
with one process, most businesses these days offer a variety of decoration techniques. 
Sublimation is just another method in your product arsenal and invites new products. 

There are a wide variety of sublimation services and markets to sell those goods and it gives your business the ability to 
gain add-on sales and it doesn't cost much, comparatively.
Unlimited Logos unlimited colours, sized from Kids through Ladies and Mens.

Sublimation is the new frontier in decorated apparel!

The learning curve is minimal, and it has its own tricks of the trade but why not let us take the hassle out of this by using 
our resources to learn the ins and outs?

Q.       Why should you consider adding Sublimation to your product offerings?

A.      Sublimation is the new frontier in decorated apparel and people who are not currently offering sublimation often 
ask why they need to add it to their decoration processes. 

Let’s face it, no one needs to add sublimation to their existing products and services and if you choose not to offer 
sublimation services, the world will not suddenly collapse in on you.

But, the only negative thing is that someone else in your market will make a pro�t on sublimated goods and your 
business will not. 

So, the question should be why you need to add sublimation NOT why you should want to add sublimation. 

TO YOUR BUSINESS
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The GOOD & the BAD
The GOOD
The most exciting upside when it comes to this method is purely the freedom you have with your designs, which is not 
always offered by other methods,  you can go as crazy as you like. 

Or, you might want to keep it classy with a photo of Machinery, a Landscape, a Team, a Business or People. 
The possibilities are almost endless, which will keep your Client  coming back for more.
                                                                                                                                                                                                             cont......

SUBLIMATION
You’ve heard about, you may have dabbled in it, you are bound to have seen sublimated garments watching sport 
either live or on TV?

In the simplest of terms, it’s a method of printing a design into a material or fabric using ink and heat.
It’s a creative process and in the promotional or sports industry it’s what your people want, something totally unique 
and not just a Polo with Embroidery so you look like anyone else with the same shirt.

In our world of apparel, it’s become a game changer that allows whole garment prints with designs that go seam-to-
seam, use a gazillion colours, printed photos and unlimited logos.

So how does sublimation actually work? 
Sublimation printing uses heat to essentially bring ink and fabric together as one.
Sublimation can’t be done on 100% Cotton so you may have to change your thinking somewhat. 
The ‘pores’ in the polymers open under heat and pressure, the ink has turned to gas and impregnates the ‘pores’ 
changing the properties of the polymers from white (there is no White Ink in Sublimation-all garments start life as 
White Polyester).

1/ The design is �nalised and Signed Off by you or your Client, indicating PMS Colours to be used.
(PMS is a global colour matching system-The Pantone Colour Matching System is largely a standardised colour 
reproduction system. By standardising the colours, different manufacturers in different locations can all refer to the 
Pantone system to make sure colours match without direct contact with one another).

2/ The Design is printed onto special sublimation paper, under heat and pressure, the inks that are used turn into 
gas when brought under heat, then combine with the fabric and permanently print onto the fabric. The effects are 
permanent and less prone to fading, as the ink is embedded in the fabric or substrate rather than simply laying on top 
like a normal print. The heat opens up the pores of the fabric, then with the applied pressure the ink cools and returns 
to a solid form. The process is almost like a tattoo, but instead of for your skin, it’s for your chosen product.

The result is a permanent, full colour image that won’t crack, peel or wash away from the substrate. 
The process allows the ink to go from a solid to a gas without turning to liquid, a bit like dry ice. The conversion is 
initiated by heat and controlled by pressure.

This quick and effective digital print method is growing in popularity for smaller batch orders and those designs that 
rely on the details. Sublimation printing is also known as ‘all over printing’ as it allows you to choose a design that can 
literally go from seam to seam.



BUYER BEWARE :  ‘Dipped/Sprayed’ anti-bacterial fabric treatments are only generally effective for a limited number 
of washes, between 25-50 washes.

The GOOD continued

Durability and longevity of the design is a plus with a design that won’t crack, peel or fade because it’s impregnated 
into the top layers of the fabric.
You can always tell a Sublimated garment due to the White inside the fabric. 
Even after going through the washing machine countless times, your garment will never be demoted to the back of 
your wardrobe!

When printing say Black, you will only get a 65% vibrancy because the cotton content will not absorb the ink/gas.

Sublimation printing is suitable for small batch orders, seam-to-seam designs and garments with a large number of 
design variations and applications and with low minimums is a perfect product to add with repeat orders.

The cloth made from the anti-microbial yarn, inhibits growth of bacteria and fungi and will remain odour free wash 
after wash to stop bacterial cell growth when silver ions are absorbed into bacterial cells. 

It’s nothing bad, perhaps this should be termed  ‘Not so Bad’?
This rests mostly with the choice of materials and the treatments.
Polyester got a bad reputation in the early days and was likened to wrapping yourself in ‘Glad Wrap’  but with the 
technological advances with ‘performance fabrics’  that wick away moisture from your skin, today’s fabrics are getting 
better and better.

Sublimation printing is only suitable for garments that include polyester (100% polyester or a polyester blend). 
Although sublimation is possible on blended polyester materials with cotton, the image will not be as vibrant as it is on 
‘man made’  fabric and it isn’t recommended.

Fabric choice is important.... not all Fabrics are created equal.

1/ YARN TREATED 
The anti-bacterial | anti-fungal | anti-microbial treatment of  yarn is derived from nanosilver particles which are 
adhered to the yarn before it is knitted.
The moisture wicking yarn is made of synthetic �bre, which is pre-treated with the nanosilver solution and then knitted 
into the various fabric styles - eyelet mesh, poly pro etc. 

2/ DIPPED
Do not confuse this treatment with 'DIPPING' which is the most common anti-bacterial treatment method performed 
by either spraying nanosilver particles-containing solution onto a knitted fabric or submerging the fabric in that 
solution .

There are 2 types of anti-microbial or anti-bacterial treatments:

Dipped or Sprayed fabrics usually achieve a price point garment and do have limitations

Another type of design that works particularly well with sublimation printing, is photography prints. The method 
allows you to �ll the whole surface with the photograph, instead of just placing it on the front of the garment in a 
rectangular fashion.

The BAD

To explain, if you had a fabric that was 65% Poly and 35% Cotton.



CMYK only (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow & Black).

These are generally imported Machines and Presses and with these Machines, Photo reproduction is realistic.
Gradients or blends are less troublesome with 6 Head Printing.
Inks and papers are Imported.

CMYK (Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, Black with a Light Cyan and a Light Magenta to make the 6 Colours).

The MACHINERY 

1/ 6 Head 

Effectively, there are 2 types of Printers.

2/ 4 Head

These machines are China Made.
Inks and papers are domestically produced in China and blends or gradients are more severe.
While there is nothing adverse with the 4 Head Machinery,  photos in particular are not as true to colour and may 
feature Red and Yellow predominantly.

The PROCESS

After the concept designs,the images are done in 
PMS Colours and converted to CMYK where the 
CMYK values are manipulated to match back to PMS Colours. 
Factory Artists convert the Files ready for printing.

The Designs are transferred to and printed with Gel Inks on ‘paper’. 
You might note that the colour on the ‘papers’ are not vibrant, this changes 
when pressed under heat and pressure. 
The Gel Inks turn to gas and are absorbed into the polymers changing the 
properties from white to colours.

The Printed fabric is run through a light box to see if 
there are any fabric �aws before the panels are cut 
out for assembly. Note: There is no White Ink for 
Dye Sublimation so all printing is done on white 
Fabric.

The ‘papers’ are laid on top of the 100% Polyester
Fabric for pressing, this is when the colours
become really vibrant. Dye Sub only works 
successfully on  100% Polyester, no 100% cotton 
fabric can be used.

The process of Sublimation



Dye Sublimation garments are carefully crafted and
constructed to ensure that the quality
remains consistent .

As you would expect, all garments (and Cut & Sew) 
items go through a stringent quality control, measured
from high point shoulder to hem and half chest 
measurements and are then ironed and bagged.

The only limit is your imagination

After that, the panels are Laser Cut to ensure the 
polyester panels are effectively ‘welded’ to prevent 
possible fraying.
This applies to collars and plackets, sleeves and 
bodies.


